Check Your Hunger-Fullness
Scale and Become a Mindful
Eater

Do you pay attention the cues your body sends you about hunger
and fullness? Check out these tips about being a more mindful
eater, and you may find you can skip dieting all together.

Congratulations! You made it through the holiday season. As we
are starting into the New Year, most of us have hit the reset
button and have wellness on our minds. One of the things I
hear most from people is how they need to cleanse from the
holidays, so their answer is to go on a diet. A lot of those
diets promise results of rapid weight loss by either removing
or limiting certain foods, only eating certain food
combinations, following a strict food intake pattern or taking
a supplement. The bottom line is simple: if a diet or product
sounds too good to be true, it probably is. Instead of a diet
this year, why not try something that will stick?
Mindful eating is not a diet, but a practice that focuses on
how we eat, not just what we eat. Mindful eating involves
eating slower and deliberately, avoiding distractions while
eating (yes, step away from your desk to eat lunch), listening
to your body’s hunger and fullness cues, eating food that
tastes good and is full of nutrients and being aware of your
emotions.
Most of the food we eat is not directly related to hunger, but
is often due to social activities, distractions or emotions
such as stress, sadness or boredom. In order to start
practicing mindful eating, first check in with your body. Do
you notice a dull headache? Would someone use the word hangry
to describe your mood? Or maybe you are on the opposite end,
feeling content and ready for a nap?
Below is the hunger and fullness scale. This tool is something
you can start using today, without having to go out of your
way. Most people recognize that they are hungry well past the
first signs of hunger and then eat past the point of fullness.
The time to start eating is when you are at a four, and the
time to stop eating is when you are at about a five.

Becoming a mindful eater takes time and practice. The ability
to recognize your own hunger and fullness cues will help you
as you become a mindful eater. For more information, check out
this factsheet: Mindful Eating: Benefits, Challenges, and
Strategies.

This article was written by Jaqueline NeidAvila, Utah State University Extension
assistant professor. Jaqueline has lived all
over the west coast, including Alaska and
Hawaii, and is currently based in Salt Lake
City. She graduated with a Master’s in
Dietetic Administration from USU and became a
Registered Dietitian. Jaqueline almost majored
in engineering, however sitting in front of a
computer all day crunching numbers and solving
problems did not seem appealing, so she switched to food and
people, which she loves. However, ironically, she still sits
in front of a computer most days, crunching numbers and
solving problems. Teaching people about how easily they can
adapt their current routines to make them more nutritious is a
passion for Jaqueline. Since she teaches people about how to
make changes in their food, she often experiments. Ask anyone
in her office — they love sample days!

Wellness Tip: If you don’t
drink water, you will die!

Are you drinking enough water? Try these tips to help you stay
hydrated.

I don’t think anyone is surprised by the title of this
wellness tip. Most people know how important it is to drink
water. But it may surprise you to know that water is the
second most popular beverage in the United States. Sugary soda
is the most popular drink, with huge health risks of increased
obesity, stroke, and other heart problems.
Many of us already know the benefits of staying hydrated by
drinking water, but here’s a reminder:
It helps with the transportation and circulation of
nutrients in the body
It can improve the color and texture of skin through new
cell generation
Water regulates body temperature through sweating
It may prevent headaches
It lubricates and cushions joints by keeping cartilage
soft and hydrated and thereby reduces pain
Water can reduce the risk of colon and bladder cancers
It protects your spinal cord and other sensitive tissues
It helps get rid of waste products in your body through
urination, perspiration, and bowel movements
Negative effects of dehydration include:
Confusion and unclear thinking
Mood changes, grumpiness
Constipation
Kidney stones
Weakness, fatigue, dizziness, and electrolyte imbalance
Poor athletic performance
Remember to drink 64 ounces of water per day, or use the
simple formula of drinking half your weight in ounces of

water. You will need more water if you exercise, sweat more
than usual, live or play in a hot climate, are traveling, or
have a fever, diarrhea, or vomiting. You should drink enough
water that you urinate frequently, and your urine should be a
light color.

Tips for drinking more water:
Carry a water bottle everywhere you go. Keep one on your
desk at work or counter at home, and make sure you have
one with you when you work out.
Drink water when you feel hungry. Sometimes our body
gets confused, and water can act as an appetite
suppressant.
Choose water when eating out, which saves money and
calories.
Drink a glass of water when you first wake up, and again
30 minutes before a big meal. This can also help control
appetite.
Add a natural flavor to your water, including lime or
lemon wedge, watermelon chunks, mint, or orange slices.
Track you water consumption with a phone app, and set a
reminder to drink more.
Use a water filter to improve the taste of your water. I
always use a filter in my water bottle, and I seek out
the best tasting water when I travel. I like to use
water refill stations, water coolers in gyms, etc.

This article was written by Cindy Nelson. Cindy
is the Beaver County FCS/4-H agent. She grew up
on a farm in Beaver, Utah. She earned her
bachelor’s degree from Brigham Young University
and completed her master’s degree at Southern
Utah University. Her main programming areas are
health and wellness and youth leadership. Cindy
loves working with teenagers, learning more
about health and wellness, and being active. She
stays busy working, spending time with family, and being in
the mountains whenever possible.
Sources:
https://breakingmuscle.com/learn/10-life-changing-reason
s-to-drink-more-water
https://www.cdc.gov/healthywater/drinking/nutrition/
http://www.webmd.com/diet/features/6-reasons-to-drink-wa
ter#3
http://greatist.com/health/reasons-to-drink-water
http://www.womenshealthmag.com/health/drink-more-water

Two-Minute Mindfulness Tips

We live in a fast-paced world where most everyone is too busy,
but chances are you can spare two minutes to practice
mindfulness. Try these tips to sneak some mindfulness into
your schedule for better overall wellness.

Do you feel like life is on fast-forward? As comedian and
actress Lily Tomlin once said, “For fast acting relief, try
slowing down!” Research has found that focusing on the present
moment, or mindfulness, can lead to better health, lower
anxiety and greater resilience to stress. Consider these tips

for increasing peace through practicing mindfulness. (And did
I mention that all four tips will only take you two minutes?)
1. Take a technology break. Technology seems to be
everywhere, and the constant flow of information can be
stressful and exhausting. As you set boundaries and
limits for technology use (i.e., limiting the amount of
time on Smartphones or other devices, unplugging an hour
before bed, etc.), you will free up time to focus on
activities that bring peace and fulfillment, such as
connecting with others, meditation or developing a new
talent or hobby.
2. Focus on being in the moment. Keep your mind on whatever
you are doing at that moment and it if starts to wander,
bring it back to what you are doing in the present
moment. While this can be challenging, one strategy that
can help is to engage all five senses in whatever you
are doing. For example, take time when you are eating to
notice the color, smell and different textures of the
foods you eat, and savor the flavors.
3. Be still. We live in a busy world, and it can be
challenging to just stop and be in the moment. Try
taking a 2-minute meditation break to close your eyes,
take long, deep breaths and just focus on your
breathing. If your mind wanders, be aware that it is
wandering and refocus. If it is helpful, set a timer so
your mind can be at ease about how much time you are
spending.
4. Spend time in nature. Research has found that nature
tends to have a calming effect and reduces negative
emotions, so take a moment any time you are outside
(i.e., walking to and from your car, taking out the
trash, etc.) to take in your surroundings. Use all of
your senses to fully experience the moment, and take a
mental snapshot to help it last longer.

While we may not be able to control the speed of life, we can
control where we focus our time and energy. By employing these
tips, you will find greater peace even on the craziest of
days.

This article was written by Naomi Brower. Naomi
is an Extension Associate Professor in Weber
County specializing in helping others improve the
quality of their lives through creating and
strengthening their relationships. She earned her
master’s degree in Family and Human Development
from Utah State University and she is a Certified
Family Life Educator. She enjoys hiking,
traveling (especially anywhere green) and playing with her
husband and adorable little boy.
Contact Naomi
at naomi.brower@usu.edu or check out videos and other content
at relationships.usu.edu.
Find more contributor bios here.
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Noticing nature: Individual and social benefits of a two-week
intervention. Journal of Positive Psychology.
Passamore, H.A. & Holder, M.D. (2016). Noticing nature:
Individual and social benefits of a two-week intervention.
Journal of Positive Psychology, 12 (6), 537-546. Passmore, H.
A. & Holder, M. D. (2016). Noticing nature: Individual and
social benefits of a two-week intervention. Journal of
Positive Psychology.
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Is the stress of life getting you down? It may surprise your
how much of an impact stress can have on your health and

wellness.
wellness.

Try

meditation

to

reduce

stress

and

improve

Being healthy is so much more than just eating right and
exercising, although that is a large part of it. Many times we
find that our busy lives and high stress levels negatively
affect our wellbeing. We often find it difficult to take a few
minutes each day to rest our minds and find the peace that so
many of us crave.
Studies have proven that chronic stress may be linked to many
physical illnesses and can negatively affect our mental
health.
43% of adults experienced adverse health effects from
stress
75-90% of visits to a physician’s office are for stressrelated conditions and complaints
Stress has been linked to the six leading causes of
death: heart disease, cancer, lung ailments, accidents,
cirrhosis of the liver, and suicide. Developing the
ability to relax is essential to effectively mitigating
the impacts of stress and anxiety.
With all of our duties and responsibilities, how can we relax
and enjoy life’s simple moments? Meditation may be the answer.
Meditation has been used for years as a way to increase
calmness as well as to physically relax. Meditation is a
combination of the mind and body working together. The purpose
of meditation is to find peace and calm our minds. According
to the National Center of Complementary and Integrative
Health, there are numerous types of meditation, but most have
four common elements:
A quiet location with few distractions
A comfortable position (sitting, lying down, walking)

A focus of attention on something specific
An open attitude to let distractions come and go without
judgment
There

are

numerous

benefits

to

meditation.

It:

calms,

restores, reduces stress, lowers blood pressure, frees our
mind from worries, helps us focus on happiness, creates a more
stable mood, increases our control over life’s situations,
decreases muscle tension, helps with weight loss, enhances
energy levels, improves memory, gives greater tolerance, gives
deeper spirituality, slows the aging process, and helps to put
things in perspective.
Learning to relax through meditation is a skill that takes
time and practice. Try watching this YouTube video to learn
how to meditate in 5 easy steps.
There are a wide range of meditation techniques to choose
from. Take time to explore different methods, and find what
works best for you. There are a plethora of online resources
and apps that can guide you. Dedicate 10 minutes each day to
finding a quiet space to relax. Discover what works for you
and learn ways to relax and reflect on the positive things in
your life. Life is too short to spend time on negative
thoughts.
Find your peaceful place!

This

article

was

written

by

Cindy

Nelson,

Utah

State

University Extension assistant professor
Sources:
http://www.csbsju.edu/chp/counseling/self-care/relax-meditate
https://nccih.nih.gov/health/meditation/overview.htm
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Getting adequate sleep can greatly impact your overall
wellness. Read on to see if you are getting enough quality
sleep, and for tips on improving your rest.

How Much Sleep Do I Need?
How much sleep we need changes with age. Teens need 8-10 hours
of sleep each night. Lack of proper sleep affects their
growth, academic performance, mood, and behavior. Adults 18-64
years of age require 7-9 hours of sleep. Sleep needs for older
adults may slightly diminish with age.

Sleep Quality
The amount of sleep you get each night is important, but the
quality of sleep you get is also an important factor in health
and well-being. Good quality sleep is crucial to overall
wellness. Poor sleep quality can include the following:
Not feeling rested after getting the proper amount of
sleep
Waking up repeatedly during the night
Experiencing sleep disorders such as snoring or gasping
for air
Having difficulty concentrating
Struggling with staying awake during the day
Having trouble controlling your emotions
Slowed reaction times
Being told by others that you look tired
Requiring caffeinated beverages to keep you awake
If you are experiencing any of these on a regular basis, your
sleep quality may be lacking. Improving sleep quality may be
helped by creating better sleep habits, or being diagnosed and
treated for sleep disorders.

Improve Your Sleep
The Mayo clinic suggests 7 ways to improve your sleep.

1. Stick to a sleep schedule.
Go to bed and get up at the same time every day, even on
weekends, holidays and days off. Being consistent reinforces
your body’s sleep-wake cycle.

2. Pay attention to what you eat and
drink.
Don’t go to bed either hungry or stuffed. Your discomfort
might keep you up. Nicotine, caffeine and alcohol deserve
caution, too. The stimulating effects of nicotine and caffeine
take hours to wear off and can wreak havoc on quality sleep.

3. Create a bedtime ritual.
Do the same things each night to tell your body it’s time to
wind down. Some research suggests that screen time or other
media use before bedtime interferes with sleep.

4. Get comfortable.
Create a room that’s ideal for sleeping. Often, this means
cool, dark and quiet. Consider using room-darkening shades,
earplugs, a fan or other device to create an environment that
suits your needs.

5. Limit daytime naps.
Long daytime naps can interfere with nighttime sleep —
especially if you’re struggling with insomnia or poor sleep
quality at night. If you choose to nap during the day, limit
yourself to about 10 to 30 minutes and make it during the midafternoon.

6. Include physical activity in your
daily routine.
Regular physical activity can promote better sleep, helping
you to fall asleep faster and enjoy a deeper sleep. Timing is
important, if you exercise too close to bedtime, you might be
too energized to fall asleep.

7. Manage stress.
When you have too much to do — and too much to think about —
your sleep is likely to suffer. To help restore peace,
consider healthy ways to manage stress. Before bed, jot down
what’s on your mind and then set it aside for tomorrow.

This article was written by Cindy Nelson,
University Extension assistant professor

Be Body Positive
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Try a different approach to your health goals for 2018. We’ve
got five tips to help you be body positive.

What is body image? Body image is an integral part of our
self-concept and encompasses how we perceive, think about, and
act toward our body. Body image is not made up of absolutes;
body image lies on a continuum, from healthy body perceptions
that are accurate and mostly positive, to unhealthy body
perceptions that are inaccurate and mostly negative. Body
image is dynamic and changes over the course of a lifetime.

While body dissatisfaction appears to increase over
adolescence, the greatest increase appears to be between early
young adulthood and young adulthood. Body dissatisfaction is a
risk factor for depression and poor self-esteem; it is also a
predictor for tobacco and substance use as well as eating
disorders and frequent dieting. (Bucchianeri et al., 2013;
“Dieting in Adolescence,” 2004).
Body image is strongly influenced by internal factors, however
external factors such as cultural messages and societal
standards of attractiveness also influence body image (Voelker
et al., 2015). With social media being so image-centered
(think Instagram and Snapchat), it is important to have
discussions with young adults, both male and female, about how
to be body positive.
Positive family connections and adult role models and positive
involvement in school are protective against unhealthy dieting
(“Dieting in Adolescence,” 2004). In addition, improving selfcompassion and encouraging mindfulness may be associated with
improved body image (Braun et al., 2016).
Here are five things to help you be body positive.
1. Be positive about yourself. It is easy to notice things
that we do not like about ourselves. However, it is
important to be a positive role model to young adults.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Tell yourself you love yourself.
Positive affirmations/vibes. Following the first thing,
tell yourself and those around you positive things. It
is amazing how a simple “I love your smile” can brighten
someone’s day.
No judgement zone. Find the best in other people instead
of focusing on appearance. It will also make a
difference in your thoughts about yourself.
Learn to take a compliment. Thank you does not need to
be a full sentence. No need to say “Thank you, but…”
Set goals that have nothing to do with your appearance.

This article was written by Jaqueline Neid-Avila, Utah State
University Extension nutrition faculty for Davis County.
Comments or questions may be sent
avila@usu.edu or call 801-451-3404.
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A New Look at Health and
Wellness Goals for the New
Year

It isn’t too late to set goals for the new year. Try these
tips to help you have more success with your goals this year.

Each January, many of us sit down with the best intentions of
making changes in the New Year. Many of us want to create
habits to improve our health and wellness. However, as January
ends, often so does our motivation despite our best efforts.
I, like many of you, am left wondering why.
How can we set goals that are more attainable? According to a
review by Mann and Ridder (2013), goal setting is a process

that includes setting an appropriate goal and determining a
process to work toward the goal. Here is a summary of their
findings on what makes goal setting more successful.

Why set goals?
Goal setting is the process of determining what we want to
accomplish and how we will know when we have accomplished it.
Having a vision or overall picture of what we want to
accomplish provides motivation for achieving something that we
find important.

How do I set an attainable goal?
1. Simplify health goals. Nutrition advice seems to be ever
changing. Believe me, this can frustrate even nutrition
professionals. However, setting goals to improve our
health and wellness does not have to mean a complete
overhaul of our eating or conforming to a certain eating
plan. Most of us have a general sense of what types of
foods are nutritious for us and that moving our body is
healthy. Small, simple changes over time can really add
up. Adding a fruit or vegetable to a meal, choosing a
fruit instead of another type of dessert, taking the
stairs to our office on the third floor, or taking a
walk on our lunch break can make a difference in the
long run. Or, setting a goal to listen to our body’s
hunger and fullness signals to determine what and how
much it needs may lead to naturally eating less.
2. Make it positive! Focus on adding something rather than
taking it away. Eating is a way to nourish our body to
provide it with the fuel and the nutrients it needs to
keep our body healthy and functioning at its best. It
may feel more nourishing and supportive of wellness to
think about adding a fruit to lunch or a fresh, green

salad to dinner, rather than thinking about cutting out
foods we enjoy.
3. Determine the difficulty level that works for you.
Recommendations for goal setting often include making
them Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and
Timely (S.M.A.R.T.) goals. One of the key elements is
setting realistic goals that you believe you will
actually be able to achieve based on resources, time
constraints, etc. However, others suggest going all out
when goal setting, creating a goal that is more of an
ideal vision of your life, no matter how unrealistic it
may seem. Then, the goal can be broken down into
smaller, manageable steps that are more realistic and
attainable.
4. Focus on the process, not the result. Focusing solely on
the end result can leave us disappointed if we encounter
a setback or fall short of what we hope to accomplish.
For example, if our goal is to cook dinner five nights
per week and we eat out four times in one week, we can
see ourselves as failing to meet our goal and get
discouraged. However, if we focus on the process of meal
planning and expanding our cooking skills, we would
instead recognize the skills we’ve learned, identify the
barriers that got in the way of cooking, and plan to
address those barriers. Focusing on the process allows
us to use challenges as a way to gather information to
learn from, rather than seeing ourselves as failing.
5. Get more bang for your buck. Researchers note that
people were more successful accomplishing goals that
addressed more than one area of importance in their
lives. For example, if your goal is to be more
physically active, but you also value spending time with
your husband or wife, you could plan an evening walk
with your spouse that addresses both priorities.

What’s the process to work toward
my goals?
1. Create a plan and commit ahead of time. Once your goal
has been created, it can be helpful to make a plan to
implement each component of it and to handle any
unexpected hang-ups or stressors. It takes effort and
mental energy to implement a new routine. It’s natural
to want to take the familiar route – go straight home
after work and skip the gym or to pick up fast food on
the way home rather than cooking. The stressors of life
can use up the mental energy we need to make the more
difficult choice of sticking with a change rather than
going with the automatic, familiar choice that uses less
energy. Therefore, the more we can plan ahead of time –
pack our gym bag the night before or grocery shop and
pre-chop vegetables over the weekend – the less brain
power is needed to make the decision in the moment after
a long day of work when our energy is low.
2. Automate it. Wouldn’t it be nice if we set a goal and
all of sudden we just do it without thinking about it?
Well, as nice as that sounds, actually, as we engage in
new behaviors repeatedly, we begin to associate certain
cues with the behavior, which can help us accomplish our
goals. For example, we might start to associate our
morning car ride with drinking water. As we get into our
car, we think about grabbing a bottle of water. As we do
this more often, we become more efficient at working
toward our goal and we don’t have to put as much thought
into it.

This article was written by Brittany Bingeman, Extension
Assistant Professor FCS, Washington County
Reference:

Mann, T., de Ridder, D., Fujita, K. (2013). Self-regulation of
health behavior: Social approaches to goal setting and goal
striving.
Health
Psychology,
32(5),
487-498.
http://doi.org/10.1037/a0028533

Five Factors that Determine
Your Sense of Well-being

Achieving a happy life full of meaning takes conscious effort.
Choose and implement some, or all, of these factors to
positively affect your sense of well-being and that of your
children.

If someone asks how you are doing, do you respond with the
typical fine or pretty good? Or are you tempted to give a list
of complaints? John Paul Murphy, former Utah State University
Extension 4-H specialist, had a standard answer to that
question, whether he was dealing with a personal health issue
or was actually having a good day. His response? “I’m
terrific! But things are looking up!”
Martin Seligman, a leading professor and pioneer in the world
of positive psychology, explains that our well-being, or how
we are doing, is heavily influenced by five factors. These
factors are outlined in, “Strong Parents, Stable Children:
Building Protective Factors to Strengthen Families,”
curriculum sponsored, in part, by USU Extension.

a

1. Positive Emotion. This includes feelings of happiness,
peace, love, connectedness, hope and gratitude. The
important part is to enjoy yourself in the moment, such
as when reading a good book, spending time with family
and friends or eating a bowl of your favorite ice cream.
Doing fun and enjoyable things is important in life and
it makes us feel better inside.
2. Engagement. Has time ever slipped away while doing
something you love? Seligman refers to this as “flow.”
Doing something that brings you to a state of flow can
enhance your well-being. These are activities that make
you feel fulfilled like playing with your children,
playing a musical instrument or using your talents to
create something.
3. Relationships. Positive relationships are at the core of
our well-being. People who have positive, meaningful

relationships with others are happier than those who do
not have these close bonds. Keep in mind that such
relationships take time and effort to maintain.
4. M e a n i n g . M e a n i n g c o m e s f r o m b e l o n g i n g t o o r
participating in a cause that is higher than ourselves.
Most of us want to believe we are living and working for
a greater purpose. For some, the greater purpose may be
tied to spirituality or religion; for others, it is
raising a family, involvement in a charity,
participating in humanitarian efforts or mentoring a
young person.
5. Accomplishment/Achievement. Setting our sights on
something and dedicating time and attention to bettering
ourselves is good for us. This includes working hard at
a skill, achieving a goal or winning a game or
competition. Well-being is tied to the steps taken to
achieve the goal, not just on the end goal alone.
To foster this sense of well-being in your children, consider
applying “Make Time for 9!” in your relationships with them,
also taken from the “Strong Parents, Stable Children”
curriculum.
9 Meaningful – and Safe – Touches. Children need
physical contact every day to feel connected to their
parents or other caring adults. Physical contact between
parents and children helps create strong attachment,
builds trust and is calming.
9 Minutes Matter. Children need quality time, not just
quantity time. Busy families will especially need to
make each available minute count. Some important times
parents can impact their child are:
The first three minutes after children wake up and
see you.
The first three minutes after coming home from
school or an activity.
The last three minutes of the day before they go

to bed (reading time, debriefing, snuggling,
etc.).
No single interaction requires much time, but it is
important to slow down, look children in the eyes and talk
or ask each other questions.
9 Minutes of Conversation. Depending on age, this could
be 9 straight minutes or a minute here and there. Babies
need a lot of contact with their parents, including
face-to-face time and talking. It is no less important
to interact with teens and keep communication lines
open.

This article was written by Kathleen Riggs, Utah State
University
Extension
professor,
Iron
County,
435-586-8132, kathleen.riggs@usu.edu

The Most Unusual Item in My
Purse

What do you carry in your purse? Beyond the wallet, keys, lip
balm and phone, do you have anything out of the ordinary?
Adding a few simple things to your purse could make a big
difference— in your life and the lives of those around you.

Seems like ladies’ purses have gotten bigger and bulkier over
the years – a variable black hole for losing keys, phones, kid
toys and who knows what else. You might be surprised at what
all can fit in one of those things! Recently, I began packing
something unusual in my purse and it’s starting to change my
life.
Blank note cards, envelopes, a pen, and some stamps. That’s
it. I think of it as my heart warmer kit.
You might be thinking: That’s it?

That’s changing your life?

Think of it this way…when was the last time you received a
handwritten thank you note or friendly card? Did you like the
way it felt to know that someone took time to think about you
and then personally reach out to you? What a great opportunity
to pay that feeling forward and bring some sunshine to
someone’s day.
In this day and age of electronic everything, the personal
touch of a handwritten note is being lost in the immediacy of
technology. While sending social media notes may be efficient
and can be personalized, it’s just not the same.
Don’t take my word for it. Try it out for yourself. A simple
place to start is to to build your heart warmer kit. The
notecards don’t need to be fancy or expensive. Don’t forget
the stamps. I heard one time that “feeling appreciation and
not sharing it is like wrapping a gift but not giving it.”
Mailing or delivering the card is crucial to the process.
Writing notes anonymously is even more fun but can possibly be
a little more difficult to deliver.

Next, find a quiet moment to think about who has done
something you appreciate or admire. The more practice you get
at tuning into opportunities to show appreciation, the easier
this will be. You’ll find yourself part way through a day
seeing someone struggle or triumph and you’ll have a twinge in
your heart and a thought come into your mind to send them a
note of encouragement, congratulations or thanks for their
efforts. That’s why my cards are now in my purse. When I
started, it was a “do this once a week” type goal for me; now
it’s like I’ve primed the pump of appreciation and I see the
need around me often.
The amazing part is that this little heart warmer kit I carry
with me warms my heart as I write, then someone else’s as they
read, and sometimes, mine again if I get a sweet note of
appreciation back. And that’s why the most unusual item in my
purse is changing my life.

This article was written by Rebecca Mills, Extension assistant
professor in
development
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